Modeling data uncertainty is important for noisy images, but seldom explored for face recognition. The pioneer work [35] considers uncertainty by modeling each face image embedding as a Gaussian distribution. It is quite effective. However, it uses fixed feature (mean of the Gaussian) from an existing model. It only estimates the variance and relies on an ad-hoc and costly metric. Thus, it is not easy to use. It is unclear how uncertainty affects feature learning.
Introduction
Data uncertainty 1 captures the "noise" inherent in the data. Modeling such uncertainty is important for computer vision application [22] , e.g., face recognition, because noise widely exists in images.
Most face recognition methods represent each face image as a deterministic point embedding in the latent space [7, 27, 41, 42, 33] . Usually, high-quality images of the same ID are clustered. However, it is difficult to estimate an accurate point embedding for noisy face images, which are usually out of the cluster and have larger uncertainty in the embedding space. This is exemplified in Fig 1  (a) . The positive example is far from its class and close to a noisy negative example, causing a mismatch.
Probabilistic face embeddings (PFE) [35] is the first work to consider data uncertainty in face recognition. For each sample, it estimates a Gaussian distribution, instead of a fixed point, in the latent space. Specifically, given a pretrained FR model, the mean of the Gaussian for each sample is fixed as the embedding produced by the FR model. An extra branch is appended to the FR model and trained to estimate the variance. The training is driven by a new similarity metric, mutual likelihood score or MLS, which measures the "likelihood" between two Gaussian distributions. It is shown that PFE estimates small variance for high-quality samples but large variance for noisy ones. Together with the MLS metric, PFE can reduce the mismatches on noisy samples. This is illustrated in Fig 1, (b) . While being effective, PFE is limited in that it does not learn the embedded feature (mean) but only the uncertainty. As a result, it is unclear how uncertainty affects feature learning. Also, the conventional similarity metric such as cosine distance cannot be used. The more complex MLS metric is in demand, which takes more runtime and memory. For the first time, this work applies data uncertainty learning (DUL) to face recognition such that feature (mean) and uncertainty (variance) are learnt simultaneously. As illustrated in Fig 1 (c) , this improves the features such that the instances in the same class are more compact and the instances in different classes are more separated. In this case, the learned feature is directly usable for conventional similarity metric. MLS metric is no longer necessary.
Specifically, we propose two learning methods. The first is classification based. It learns a model from scratch. The second is regression based. It improves an existing model , similar as PFE. We discuss how the learned uncertainty affects the model training in two methods, from the perspective of image noise. We provide insightful analysis that the learned uncertainty will improve the learning of identity embeddings by adaptively reducing the adverse effects of noisy training samples.
Comprehensive experiments demonstrate that our proposed methods improve face recognition performance over existing deterministic models and PFE on most public benchmarks. The improvement is more remarkable on benchmarks with low quality face images, indicating that model with data uncertainty learning is more suitable to unconstrained face recognition scenario, thus important for practical tasks.
Related Work
Uncertainty in Deep Learning The nature of uncertainties as well as the manner to deal with them have been extensively studied to help solve the reliability assessment and risk-based decision making problems for a long time [9, 31, 8] . In recent years, uncertainty is getting more attention in deep learning. Many techniques have been proposed to investigate how uncertainty specifically behaves in deep neural networks [3, 10, 11, 22] . Specific to deep uncertainty learning, uncertainties can be be categorised into model uncertainty capturing the noise of the parameters in deep neural networks, and data uncertainty measuring the noise inherent in given training data. Recently, many computer vision tasks, i.e., semantic segmentation [19, 21] , object detection [6, 25] and person Re-ID [50] , have introduced deep uncertainty learning to CNNs for the improvement of model robustness and interpretability. In face recognition task, several works have been proposed to leverage model uncertainty for analysis and learning of face representations [13, 51, 23] . Thereinto PFE [35] , is the first work to consider data uncertainty in face recognition task.
Noisy Data Training Large-scale datasets, i.e., CASIA-WebFace [47] , Vggface2 [5] and MS-Celeb-1M [14] , play the important role in training deep CNNs for face recognition. It is inevitable these face datasets collected online have lots of label noise -examples have erroneously been given the labels of other classes within the dataset. Some works explore the influence of label noise [39] and how to train robust FR models in this case [17, 44, 29] . Yu et al. [50] claims in person Re-ID that another image noise brought by poor quality images also has detrimental effect on the trained model. Our methods are not specifically proposed for noisy data training, however, we provide insigtful analysis about how the learned data uncertainty affect the model training from the perspective of image noise. Additionally, we experimentally demonstrate the proposed methods perform more robustly on noisy dataset.
Methodology
In Section 3.1, we first reveals the data uncertainty inherently existed in continuous mapping space and our specific face datasets. In Section 3.2, we propose DUL cls to consider data uncertainty learning in a standard face classification model. We next propose another regression-based method, DUL rgs to improve existing deterministic models in Section 3.3. Last in Section 3.4, we clarify some differences between proposed methods and existing works.
Preliminaries
Uncertainty in Continuous Mapping Space Supposing a continuous mapping space X → Y where each y i ∈ Y is corrupted by some input-dependent noise, n(x i ), x i ∈ X , then we say this mapping space carries data uncertainty in itself. Considering a simple case, the noise is additive and drawn from Gaussian distribution with mean of zero and x-dependent variance. Then each observation target
where ∼ N (0, I) and f (·) is the embedding function we want to find. Conventional regression model only trained to approximate f (x i ) given the input x i . However, regression model with data uncertainty learning also estimates σ(x i ), representing the uncertainty of the predicted value f (x i ) (see Fig 2, (a) ). This technique has been used by many tasks [22, 4, 30, 12, 2] .
Uncertainty in Face Datasets Similar to the above continues mapping space, face datasets composed with X → Y also carries data uncerainty. Here X is the continues image space while Y is the discrete identity labels. Typically, large amount of face images collected online are visually ambiguous (poorly aligned, severely blurred or occluded). It is difficult to filter out these poor quality samples from training set (see Fig 2, hypothesize that each x i ∈ X has an ideal embedding f (x i ) mostly representing its identity and less unaffected by any identity irrelevant information in x i , then the embedding predicted by DNNs can reformulated as
is the uncertainty information of x i in the embedding space.
Classification-based DUL for FR
We propose DUL cls to firstly introduce data uncertainty learning to the face classification model which can be trained end-to-end.
Distributional Representation Specifically, we define the representation z i in latent space of each sample x i as a Gaussian distribution,
where both the parameters (mean as well as variance) of the Gaussian distribution are input-dependent predicted by CNNs:
where θ 1 and θ 2 refer to the model parameters respectively w.r.t output µ i and σ i . Here we recall that the predicted Gaussian distribution is diagonal multivariate normal. µ i can be regarded as the identity feature of the face and the σ i refers to the uncertainty of the predicted µ i . Now, the representation of each sample is not a deterministic point embedding any more, but a stochastic embedding sampled from N (z i ; µ i , σ 2 i I), in the latent space. However, sampling operation is not differentiable preventing the backpropagation of the gradients flow during the model training. We use re-parameterization trick [24] to let the model still take gradients as usual. Specifically, we first sample a random noise from a normal distribution, which is independent of the model parameters, and then generate s i as the equivalent sampling representation (see Fig 3 for an overview pipeline),
Classification Loss Since s i is the final representation of each image x i , we feed it to a classifier to minimize the following softmax loss,
In practice, we use different variants of L sof tmax such as additive margin [40] , feature 2 normalization [32] and arcface [7] , to train our face classification model.
KL-Divergence Regularization
Eq. 2 indicates that all identity embeddings µ i are corrupted by σ i during the training period, this will prompt the model to predict small σ for all samples in order to suppress the unstable ingredients in s i such that Eq. 3 can still converge at last. In this case, the stochastic representation can be reformulated as s i = µ i + c which is actually degraded to the original deterministic representation 2 . Inspired by the variational information bottleneck [1] , we introduce a regularization term during the optimization by explicitly constraining N (µ i , σ i ) to be close to a normal distribution, N (0, I), measured by Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) between these two distributions. This KLD term is,
Noted that L kl is monotonely decreasing w.r.t σ under the restriction that σ (l) i ∈ (0, 1) (l refers to the l th dimension of the embedding). L kl works as a good "balancer" with Eq. 3. Specifically, DUL cls is discouraged from predicting large variance for all samples, which may lead to extremely corruption on µ i , thus making L sof tmax hard to converge. Simultaneously, DUL cls is also discouraged from predicting lower variance for all samples, which may lead to larger L kl to punish the model in turn.
Last, we use L cls = L sof tmax + λL kl as the total cost function, and λ is a trade-off hyper-parameter, and it is further analysed in Section 4.6.
Regression-based DUL for FR
DUL cls is a general classification model with data uncertainty learning. Next we propose another regression based method, DUL rgs , improving existing FR models by data uncertainty learning.
Difficulty of Introducing Data Uncertainty Regression
to FR DUL rgs is inspired from data uncertainty regression [26, 22] for continuous mapping space X → Y as described in Section 3.1. However, mapping space in face datasets is constructed by continuous image space X and discrete identity label Y, which cannot be directly fitted via data uncertainty regression. The key point lies in that the identity labels y c ∈ Y cannot serve as continues target vector to be approximated. This difficulty is also mentioned in PFE [35] but is not resolved. 2 Here c refers to the estimated σ which nearly constant and small. Constructing New Mapping Space for FR We construct a new target space, which is continuous, for face data. Most importantly, it is nearly equivalent to the original discrete target space Y , which encourages the correct mapping relationship. Specifically, we pre-train a classification-based deterministic FR model, and then utilize the weights in its classifier layers, W ∈ R D×C as the expected target vector 3 . Since each w i ∈ W can be treated as the typical center of the embeddings with the same class, {X , W} thus can be regarded as the new equivalent mapping sapce. Similar to the uncertainty in continuous mapping space as described in Section 3.1, {X , W} has inherent noise. We can formulate the mapping from
is the "ideal" identity feature and each observed w i is corrupted by input dependent noise.
Distributional Representation Next we can estimate above f (x i ) and n(x i ) by data uncertainty regression. Specifically, a Gaussian distribution is assumed for the likelihood: p(z i |x i ) = N (z i ; µ i , σ 2 i I) where µ i as well as σ i are also parameterised by the weights in neural networks 4 (see Fig. 4 ). If we take each w c as the target, we should maximize the following likelihood for each x i ,
Actually, we take the log likelihood as follows,
(6) Assumed that x i , i ∈ 1, 2, ... are independently and identically distributed (iid.), the likelihood over all data-points is c i ln p(w c |x i∈c , θ). Practically, we train the network to predict the log variance, r i := ln σ 2 i , to stabilize the numerical during the stochastic optimization. Last, the likelihood maximization is reformulated as the minimization of 3 Here D refers to the dimensions of the embedding and C refers to the numbers of classes in training set. 4 Noted here µ i ≈ f (x i ) and σ i ≈ n(x i ).
cost function,
where D, N and l refers to the size of embedding dimension, the size of data-points and the l th dimension of each feature vector, respectively. We omit the constant term, D 2 ln 2π during the optimization.
Loss Attenuation Mechanism By qualitatively analyzing Eq. 6, our learned variance σ i could actually be regarded as the uncertainty score measuring the confidence of the learned identity embedding, µ i , belonging to c th class. Specifically, for those ambiguous µ i located far away from its class center w c , DUL rgs will estimate large variance to temper the error term, (wc−µ) 2 2σ 2 , instead of overfitting on these noisy samples. DUL rgs is discouraged from predicting large variance for all samples, which may lead to underfitting of (w c − µ) 2 and larger log σ term will punish the model in turn. Simultaneously, DUL rgs is also discouraged from predicting very small variance for all samples, which may lead to exponentially increases of error term. Thus, Eq. 6 allows DUL rgs to adapt the weighting of error term. This makes the model learn to attenuate the effect from those ambiguous µ i caused by poor quality samples.
Discussion of Related Works
We first discuss the connection between DUL cls and variational information bottleneck (VIB) [1] . VIB [1] is a variational approximation to information bottleneck (IB) principle [38] under the framework of deep learning. VIB seeks a stochastic mapping from input data X to latent representation Z, in terms of the fundamental trade-off between making Z as concise as possible but still have enough ability to predict label Y [38] . It is noted that L cls is similar to the objective function in VIB. However, we analyze this classification method from data uncertainty perspective while VIB derived this objective function from the view of information bottleneck.
We next clarify some differences between DUL rgs and PFE [35] . Although both PFE and DUL rgs formally encode the input uncertainty as variance representation. However, PFE essentially measures the likelihood of each positive pair of {x i , x j } sharing the same latent embedding: p(z i = z j ). While DUL rgs interprets a conventional Least-Square Regression technique as a Maximum likelihood Estimation with a data uncertainty regression model.
Last, both DUL cls and DUL rgs learn identity representation µ as well as uncertainty representation σ, which ensure our predicted µ can be directly evaluated by common-used matching metric. However, PFE has to use mutual likelihood score (MLS) as the matching metric to improve the performance of deterministic model because identity representation is not learnt in PFE.
Experiments
In this section, we first evaluate the proposed methods on standard face recognition benchmarks. Then we provide qualitative and quantitative analysis to explore what is the meaning of the learned data uncertainty and how data uncertainty learning affects the learning of FR models. Last, we conduct experiments on the noisy MS-Celeb-1M dataset to demonstrate that our methods perform more robustly than deterministic methods.
Datasets and Implementation Details
We describe the public datasets that are used, and our implementation details.
Datasets
We use MS-Celeb-1M datasets with 3,648,176 images of 79,891 subjects as training set. 2 benchmarks including LFW [18] and MegaFace [20] 5 , and 3 unconstrained benchmarks: CFP [34] 6 , YTF [43] and IJB-C [28] , are used to evaluate the performance of DUL cls/rgs following the standard evaluation protocols.
Architecture We train baseline models on ResNet [15] backbone with SE-blocks [16] . The head of the baseline model is: BackBone-Flatten-FC-BN with embedding dimensions of 512 and dropout probability of 0.4 to output the embedding feature. Compared with baseline model, DUL cls has an additional head branch sharing the same architecture to output the variance. DUL rgs also has an additional head branch whilst its architecture is: BackBone-Flatten-FC-BN-ReLU-FC-BN-exp, to output the variance.
Training All baseline models and DUL cls models are trained for 210,000 steps using a SGD optimizer with a momentum of 0.9, weight decay of 0.0001, batch size of 512. We use triangular learning rate policy [36] with the max lr of 0.1 and base lr of 0. For most DUL cls models, we set trade-off hyper-parameter λ as 0.01. For the proposed DUL rgs , we first train baseline model for 210,000 steps and then fix parameters in all convolution layers (step 1). Then we train the mean branch as well as the variance branch in head from scratch for additional 140,000 steps with batch size of 256 (step 2). During step 2, we set learning rate starting at 0.01, and then decreased to 0.001 and 0.0001 at 56,000 and 84,000 steps. 5 Noted that we use rank1 protocol of MegaFace 6 Noted that we only use "frontal-profile" protocol of CFP 
Comparing DUL with Deterministic Baselines
In this part, all baseline models are trained with ResNet18 backbone [15] , equipped with different variants of softmax loss, i.e., AM-Softmax [40] , ArcFace [7] and L2-Softmax [32] . Both the embedding features and the weights in classifier are 2-normalized during the training. Our proposed DUL cls models are trained with the same backbone and loss functions. Our proposed DUL rgs models are trained based on the different pre-trained baseline models, as described in Section 4.1. Table 1 reports the testing results obtained by the baseline models ("Original") and the proposed DUL models. Cosine similarity is used for evaluation. Our proposed methods outperform the baseline deterministic models on most benchmarks 7 . This demonstrates that the proposed methods are effective on different state-of-the-art loss functions. These results indicate that the identity embeddings (µ in our methods) trained with data uncertainty (σ in our method) present better intra-class compactness and interclass separability than the point embeddings estimated by baseline models, especially on those unconstrained benchmarks: CFP with frontal/profile photos and YTF/IJB-C with most blur photos collected from YouTube videos, compared with benchmarks with most clear and frontal photos (LFW and MegaFace).
The proposed DUL achieves most remarkable improvement on verification protocols of IJB-C benchmark, which is also the most challenging one. We thus plot how true acceptance rate (TPR) and false acceptance rate (TPR) perform along with the change of thresholds. As illustrated in Fig 5, baseline model at different settings of matching threshold. Additionally, the lower FPR is set, the better DUL cls performs on TPR. Fig 5 also shows the vast majority cases of false acceptance respectively happened in baseline model and DUL cls . We can see that DUL cls resolves more FP cases with extreme noises, which are typically occurring in the baseline model. This indicates that model with data uncertainty learning is more applicable to the unconstrained face recognition scenario than deterministic model. We have the similar conclusion for DUL rgs .
Comparing DUL with PFE
For comparison, we re-implemented PFE on all baseline models according to the recommended settings of implementation details in [35] 8 . We note that our reimplementation has achieved similar or slightly better results than those in [35] . Our DUL cls/rgs use averaged pooling aggregation for features in template and are evaluated by cosine similarity. Compared with PFE, our proposed DUL cls achieves better performances in all cases, and the proposed DUL rgs also shows competitive performances. Results are reported in Table 1 .
PFE interprets the point embedding learned by deterministic FR models as the mean of its output distributional estimation and only learn the uncertainty (variance) for each sample. Thus, PFE has to use MLS metric, which takes the predicted variance into account. Although PFE achieves better results with the help of the matching measurement with more precision, it still suffers more computational complexity for matching. Specifically, for verification of 6000 face pairs (LFW), standard cosine metric takes less than 1 second via matrix multiplication, while MLS takes 1min28s, on two GTX-1080.
Method
Training Data LFW YTF MegaFace CFP-FP Table 2 : Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods on LFW, YTF, MegaFace (MF) and CFP-FP. "-" indicates that the author did report the performance on the corresponding protocol. "PFErep" means we reproduce PFE by ourself. Backbone: ResNet64.
Comparison with State-Of-The-Art
To compare with state-of-the-art, we use a deeper and stronger backbone, ResNet64, trained with AM-Softmax loss on MS-Celeb-1M dataset, as our baseline model. Then we train the proposed DUL models following the setting described in section 4.1.
The results are illustrated in Table 2 . Noted that performances of baseline model have been saturated on LFW and CFP-FP, where the merit of data uncertainty learning is not obvious. However, DUL cls/rgs still slightly improve the accuracy on YTF and MegaFace 9 . Table 3 reports the results of different methods on IJB-C. Both PFE and DUL achieve much better performances over baseline models.
Understand Uncertainty Learning
In this part, we qualitatively and quantitatively analyze the proposed DUL to gain more insights about data uncertain learning. What is the meaning of the learned uncertainty? The estimated uncertainty is closely related to the quality of face images, for both DUL cls and DUL rgs . This is also observed in PFE [35] . For visualization, we show the learned uncertainty 10 of different dataset in Figure 6 . It illustrates that the learned uncertainty increases along with the image quality degradation. This learned uncertainty could be regarded as the quality of the corresponding identity embedding estimated by the model, measuring the proximity of the predicted face representation to its genuine (or true) point location in the latent space. Therefore, two advantages are obtained for face recognition with data uncertainty learning. First, the learned variance can be utilized as a "risk indicator" to alert FR systems that the output decision is unreliable when the estimated variance is very high. Second, the learned variance also can be used as the measurement of image quality assessment. In this case, we note that it is unnecessary to train a separate quality assessment model which requires explicit quality labels as before.
How the learned uncertainty affect the FR model? In this part, we attempt to shed some light on the mechanism of how the learned data uncertainty affects the model training 10 Specifically, we use harmonic mean of the predicted variance σ ∈ R 512 as the approximated measurement of the estimated uncertainty. The same below. and helps to obtain better feature embeddings.
We classify the training samples in MS-Celeb-1M dataset into three categories according to the degree of estimated uncertainty by DUL cls : easy samples with low variance, semi-hard samples with medium variance and hard samples with large variance. We calculated the proportion of mis-classified samples in each of the three categories to all mis-classified samples respectively produced by baseline model and our DUL cls . Fig 7 illustrates that our DUL cls causes relatively less bad cases on easy samples as well as semi-hard samples, compared with the basline model. However, for those hard samples with extreme noises, baseline model produces less bad cases, when compared with DUL cls . This demonstrates that FR networks with data uncertainty learning focus more on those training samples which should be correctly classified and simultaneously "give up" those detrimental samples, instead of over-fitting them. This supports our previous discussion in Section 3.2.
We also conduct similar experiment for DUL rgs . We calculate the averaged euclidean distances 11 between the class center w c and its intra-class estimated identity embedding, µ i∈c , respectively for baseline model and DUL rgs . As illustrated in Fig 8, DUL rgs pulls the easy and semi-hard samples closer to their class center whilst pushes those hard samples further away. This also supports our discussion in Section 3.3 that Eq. 6 effectively prevents model over-fitting on extremely noisy samples by the adaptive weighting mechanism w.r.t σ.
Last, we manually construct imposter/genuine test pair with different blurriness to compare the cosine similarity respectively obtained by baseline model and our methods. As illustrated in Fig 9, along with the increase of blurriness, both baseline model and DUL deteriorate rapidly. However, our proposed DUL achieves higher similarity score for genuine pair and lower similarity score for imposter pair than baseline model, indicating that it is more robust. 
Other Experiments
Impact of hyper-parameter of DUL cls In this part, we qualitatively analyze what the trade-off hyper-parameter λ controls in DUL cls . As mentioned in VIB [1] , KLD term works as a regularization to trade off the conciseness and the richness of the information preserved in bottleneck embeddings. We experimentally find the KL divergence in our method affects the representational capacity of σ. As illustrated in Table 4 , DUL cls without the optimization of KLD term (λ = 0) performs close to baseline model. In this case, DUL cls estimates relatively small σ i for all samples, which makes the sampled representation µ i + σ i nearly deterministic. With the enhancement of the optimization strength of KLD term (λ ↑), DUL cls is prone to "assign" larger variance for noisy samples and small variance for high quality ones (as illustrated in Fig 7) . However, overly minimizing KLD (λ = 1) term will prompt the model to predict large variance for all samples, which makes L cls in Eq. 3 hard to converge, thus the performances deteriorate rapidly (see Table 4 ).
DUL performs more robustly on noisy training data.
Based on the analysis of Section 3.4 about how the learned variance affect the model training. We further conduct experiments on noisy MS-Celeb-1M to prove it. We randomly select different proportions of samples from MS-Celeb-1M to pollute them with Gaussian blur noise. Table 5 demonstrates that our proposed DUL cls/rgs perform more robustly on noisy training data. 
Conclusion
In this work, we propose two general learning methods to further develop and perfect the data uncertainty learning (DUL) for face recognition: DUL cls and DUL rgs . Both methods give a Gaussian distributional estimation for each face image in the latent space and simultaneously learn identity feature (mean) and uncertainty (variance) of the estimated mean. Comprehensive experiments demonstrate that our proposed methods perform better than deterministic models on most benchmarks. Additionally, we discuss how the learned uncertainty affects the training of model from the perspective of image noise by both qualitative analysis and quantitative results.
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